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Abstract: The Neolithisation process altered human dependence on wild food sources, and dominant
models of the Neolithic transition in Scandinavia still focus on cultural divisions. This study emphasises
the evidence of creolization processes, in particular the exploitation of Atlantic Bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus)
among Neolithic fisher-farmers north and east of the Skagerrak Sea in Scandinavia (4000–2350 cal BCE). The
site Jortveit in Southern Norway, where Bluefin tuna was caught with toggling harpoons, is used as a point of
departure. In order to understand this phenomenon, the first empirical review of prehistoric toggling harpoons
in Central and Eastern Europe is presented. Toggling harpoons first appeared in the late Vinĉa Culture, then in
the Gumelniţa, Cucuteni-Trypillia, and Sredny Stog cultural complexes further east, and finally in Central
Europe and Scandinavia during the time of the Funnel Beaker Culture. Considering the accumulated evidence
of long distance contact from Eastern to Central Europe and Scandinavia in the early fourthmillenniumBCE, it is
argued that toggling harpoon technology was distributed through trade networks. Its appearance around the
Skagerrak Sea in the Neolithic reflects fisher-farmers using a creolized fishing technology, inspired by Eneolithic
societies.
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1 Introduction

Throughout history, farming on the fringes of Europe’s land cover has found a marginal position in house-
hold economies. In Norway, where the arable land is generally meagre, a combination of fishing and
farming was predominant within the primary economic sector (Bryn, Strand, Angeloff, & Rekdal, 2018;
Dyrvik et al., 1979; Larsen, 2014). While fishing could harvest an abundance of coastal resources, i.e. cod
(Gadus morhua), herring (Clupeidae), whales (e.g. Orcinus orca, Globicephala melas), seals (e.g. Phoca
vitulina), and even Atlantic Bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) and basking shark (Cetorhinus maximus), a
central function of farming and stock keeping was to reduce depletion rates of wild food sources (Alver,
1986; Lindquist, 1994a,b). The fisher-farmer combination thus formed an economic structure that could
support a sedentary population still largely dependent on wild resources (Bettinger & Baumhoff, 1982;
Gallagher, Shennan, & Thomas, 2019).

This study sheds new light on the context and background of the first fisher-farmers in Scandinavia,
particularly on a group of sites located north and east of the Skagerrak Sea that testifies to consumption of
Bluefin tuna in the Neolithic. The study follows a scalar development, starting with a presentation of the
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background of this research. Afterwards, a site analysis is outlined focusing on the fishing gear from the
wetland site Jortveit in Southern Norway and the fishing techniques used there (Figure 1). Then, the
comparative settlement data in Scandinavia are presented with evidence of consumption of Bluefin tuna.
In order to explore the background of this phenomenon, of farmers catching big fish species (e.g. Bluefin
tuna) with toggling harpoons, the distribution of this technology in Central and Eastern Europe is explored.
This empirical review of toggling harpoons is the first to be presented in research, and although the
archaeological record is skewed due to taphonomic and other research biases, the discovered patterns in
time and space are approached as informative.

1.1 Theoretical Delimitations

As a structural inter-dependence of fishing and farming within the research area is presupposed, the
simplifications imposed on past populations through the now standardised taxonomy of economic practice
needs to be commented. With the terms “farmers” and “foragers,” the aim is to highlight not a state of
cultural dualism but the staple food in past societies, understood as the principal food a community lived
on (Bishop, 2022, p. 10). This is an approach to past economies that is in line with a definition of foragers as
groups subsisting mostly on wild resources, and of farmers as groups fully or near to fully dependent on
domesticated plants and animals (Kelly, 2013, pp. 269–275; definitions from Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006,
p. 3). Farmers and foragers, as concepts, are thus not strictly dichotomous since a spectrum where a
preference is towards one or the other is expected. Previously, arguments have also been made that the
concept of a fisher-farmer economy, due to its specific meaning in historical research, is not a sufficient
analogy to model small-scale farming among prehistoric foragers (Prescott, 2020). Here, however, the term
fisher-farmer is used descriptively and drawn on contextual, archaeological data to give new meaning to
the term when used in the context of Neolithic societies.

Creolization is utilised as a central concept when building on contextual and archaeological data.
Creolization here means that the cultural expression observed in the material culture is partly a result of
active exchange of cultural traditions in the past (Iversen, 2015; Larsson, 2015; Stewart, 2007). A creole

Figure 1: Left: Map of Europe with the Skagerrak Coast region (black box), and the location of the site Jortveit (red square).
Right: The Neolithic occupation sites in Norway and Sweden with evidence of Bluefin tuna consumption discussed in the text.
Figure by Svein V. Nielsen.
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cultural tradition is thereby understood as a hybrid between cultural elements, which, in theory, can be
shown to point towards changes in e.g. linguistics, agriculture, cuisine, tools, etc. (Marston, 2021). As
pointed out by Hylland Eriksen (2007, p. 163), creolization “highlights the open-ended, flexible, and
unbounded nature of cultural processes, as opposed to the notion of cultures as bounded, stable systems
of communications.” Creolization represents an approach towards culture that opposes a traditional cul-
tural–historical focus, and research on the Neolithic period in Scandinavia has already demonstrated the
utility of creolization theory within this field. For instance, the Pitted Ware Culture on Zealand in Eastern
Denmark has been interpreted as a creolized Funnel Beaker Culture, i.e. a result of interaction between
Early and Middle Neolithic farmers and foragers (Iversen, 2010, 2015; Price, Klassen, & Sjögren, 2021).
Similarly, Jennbert (2014, p. 236) proposed an interpretation of the Pitted Ware culture sites in South-
western Sweden, more precisely the Jonstorp sites, as places “where processes of cultural encounter and
complex social processes of creolization occurred.” Consequently, this study seeks to illustrate that even
fishing techniques and tools underwent changes due to creolization processes in the Neolithic, here exem-
plified through a study of toggling harpoons.

2 Background

The emergence of fisher-farmer economies in Southern Norway and Western Sweden is still little under-
stood. Considering the abundance of coastal resources available for people throughout the Holocene, the
Neolithic period is a logical starting point to explore this phenomenon. The earliest evidence of farming in
this region dates to c. 4000 cal BCE and is connected to the presence of the Funnel Beaker culture
(Andersson, Artursson, & Brink, 2016; Sjögren, 2012; Sørensen & Karg, 2014). This study uses the archae-
ological phases from the Southern Scandinavian chronology (Sørensen, 2014) with Early Neolithic I (EN I,
4000–3500 cal BCE), Early Neolithic II (EN II, 3500–3300 cal BCE), Middle Neolithic A (MN A, 3300–2800 cal
BCE), Middle Neolithic B (MN B, 2800–2350 cal BCE), and Late Neolithic I (LN I 2350–1950 cal BCE).

Finds of charred cereals and bones from domesticates attest to farming shortly after c. 4000 cal BCE in
Western Sweden (Sjögren, 2012), but such direct data are currently lacking from Eastern Norway. Due to this
shortcoming in the archaeological record, a model of the Early Neolithic in Eastern Norway as reflecting
“social and cultural practices” rooted in Mesolithic traditions is still considered plausible (Glørstad, 2009;
Glørstad, Solheim, & Persson, 2020, p. 372). However, a number of observations support counter arguments
towards this model. In Eastern Norway, there is a change in settlement organisation in the Early Neolithic
(3900–3300 cal BCE) from the coast to additional inland oriented sites on agrarian soils with finds of Funnel
Beaker culture or similar items, such as ceramics and imported, polished flint axes (Nielsen, 2021b; Østmo,
1988, 1998; Østmo & Skogstrand, 2006). The imported flint axes from the Early and Middle Neolithic periods
follow the stylistic developments in Southern Scandinavia (Malmer, 1975; Nielsen, 1977, 1979), as does the
pottery from the earliest phase (Glørstad & Sundström, 2014; Østmo, 2010; Sørensen, 2014). The evidence of
ritual activity also supports the presence of a Funnel Beaker culture society in Eastern Norway (Glørstad &
Sundström, 2014; Østmo, 2007). It is also important that the direct evidence of neolithisation taking place
further along the Skagerrak and western coast of Norway in the Middle Neolithic (3300–2350 cal BCE) also
forms a strong counter argument (Bergsvik, 2001; Bergsvik, Hjelle, Halvorsen, Olsen, & Zinsli, 2020;
Høgestøl & Prøsch-Danielsen, 2006; Reitan, Sundström, & Stokke, 2018). This westward spread implies
that a Neolithic economy was indeed present in Eastern Norway in the Early Neolithic, as it would have had
to spread to these regions through the Oslo fjord area.

This Early and Middle Neolithic farming tradition in Southern Norway seem to have disappeared
around 2800 cal BCE. It took another 400–500 years before farming reappeared in a very different (Late
Neolithic) cultural context (Nielsen, Persson, & Solheim, 2019; Prescott, 2009, 2020; Solheim, 2021). As
pointed out by Solheim (2021), the establishment of farming in Southern Norway was not a continuous
process but rather went through a series events. It is important to note that cultivation and stock keeping
was probably practiced differently fromwhat can be expected from Iron Age or recent agrarian societies. For
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instance, there are some indications of manuring at Early Neolithic sites in Southern Scandinavia (cf. Gron
et al., 2017). However, it is generally accepted that a mixed economy –where livestock feeding and cultiva-
tion are integrated on farms in order to prevent soil depletion – first appeared in Norway and Central
Sweden in the late Bronze Age (1000–500 cal BCE) (Mjærum, 2020).

The “delayed” process towards permanent farming economies in Southern Norway should be consid-
ered not only in the light of the meagre arable land, but also by the abundance of coastal resources and a
dense forager populations in the fourth millennium BCE (Gron, Sørensen, & Rowley-Conwy, 2020, p. 445;
Nielsen, 2021a; Shennan, 2018; Silva & Vander Linden, 2017). In Southern Scandinavia, there seems to have
been a rapid replacement of the Mesolithic subsistence in major agricultural areas, while foraging survived
for some centuries in suitable regions, and thus delayed the overall neolithisation process. One study found
that the spread of farming within Southern Scandinavia was about 50% slower than the initial spread from
the near East to Europe (Fort, Mercè Pareta, & Sørensen, 2018). Some scholars have assumed that foragers in
Southern Scandinavia could have chosen to move their territories further north into other forager territories
in Western Sweden and Eastern Norway, as the neolithisation process continued in Northern Germany and
adjacent territories (Eigeland, 2015; Nielsen, 2021a).

There are still many unanswered questions regarding the Early Neolithic period in Eastern Norway. For
instance, we know little about how people integrated and further developed their foraging strategies with a
Neolithic life, to a farming economy and a demographic regime with increased sedentism and stronger
population growth (Bocquet-Appel, 2008; Shennan, 2018). When Early and Middle Neolithic fisher-farmers
developed adaptive strategies, did they continue in Mesolithic traditions, as has been suggested by some
scholars (Glørstad et al., 2020; Prescott, 2020), or, is there evidence of creolized foraging strategies? Due to
recent archaeological investigations along the Skagerrak coast in Southern Norway, we are now in a
position where we can discuss this matter with new data and perspectives. In the following, insights on
fishing technology gained from recent studies of the Jortveit site are highlighted, and in particular the
toggling harpoons found there (Nielsen & Persson, 2020).

3 The Toggling Harpoons from Jortveit and Their Spatiotemporal
Context

A high density of coastal sites and stray finds along the Skagerrak coast in Norway has attracted the
attention of scholars for a long time (Nielsen, 2017a,b; Nielsen & Åkerstrøm, 2016; Nielsen, Åkerstrøm,
Stokke, & Eskeland, 2016; Nummedal & Bjørn, 1930; Østmo, 1980; Reitan & Sundström, 2018). On the
central stretch, there is a wetland area, which in the Neolithic was a seabed. The wetland area covers c.
35 ha and is located in the middle of a peninsula, called Homborsund. It was in connection with the work on
drainage ditches on the Jortveit farm that tools of flint, slate, and osseous materials emerged in 1931 from c.
1.7 m depth, in a mud profile (Bjørn, 1932). Although the finds (Figure 2) from Jortveit did receive scholarly
attention, it took nearly 90 years for the first archaeological investigations to take place (Nielsen & Persson,
2020) (Figure 3).

A photo capturing the original ditch made it possible to locate the find spot in 2018 (Figure 4a and b),
and a mud profile representing a prehistoric seabed was documented in trenches along and surrounding
the old ditch. Within a c. 5–10 cm vertical level, at c. 1.20–1.30 m depth, an abundance of fish bones, flint
artefacts, and pieces of wood occurred. This level was named the “bone layer,” and most of the bones
stemmed from Bluefin tuna (Figure 4c–e) (Nielsen, 2020a,b,c). The presence of these finds within the same
level forms the basis of the interpretation that the tools discovered within the wetland was used to catch the
tuna. The discovery of Bluefin tuna bones on terrestrial settlements, such as Alveberget (Mansrud & Berg-
Hansen, 2021), supports this interpretation. Tuna bones from Jortveit produced calibrated ages between c.
3480 and 2880 cal BCE, making them the oldest evidence of tuna fishing in Norway (Nielsen & Persson,
2020, p. 9, Table 1). The discovery of a torch and a barbed harpoon with burn marks could indicate that
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Figure 2: Osseous tools from the Jortveit site. Upper right: Two fishhooks; the left hook was discovered in 2020, the right hook
in 1930’s. The hooks demonstrate the constant degradation of preservation conditions at Jortveit due to drainage and other
earthwork. Down left: Two toggling harpoons. The toggling harpoon to the right was radiocarbon dated to 3631–3372 cal BCE
(see details in the text). Right: Barbed harpoon with burn marks (a and b). This barbed harpoon has been dated to
2878–2353 cal BCE. The burn marks supports the interpretation that night fishing could had taken place within the bay at
Jortveit. Photo: Svein Vatsvåg Nielsen.
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Figure 3: (a) A photo from 1931 of the ditch at Jortveit within which artefacts and fish bones first appeared (from Bakke, 1933,
p. 36, Figure 1). (b) Investigating the drainage ditch in 2018. (c) A soil profile in trench 6 with the “bone layer” uncovered at c.
132 cm depth in the bottom of the trench. (d) The “bone layer” in trench 6 exposed with visible Bluefin tuna bones. (e) A
selection of Bluefin tuna vertebrae from different trenches at Jortveit. Photos by Svein V. Nielsen, except (a).
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night fishing might also have taken place at Jortveit in the Neolithic. A sample of bone powder from the
barbed harpoon was dated to 2878–2353 cal BCE (at 95.4%, LuS-13502, 4050 ± 75), placing it in the youngest
activity phase at Jortveit. One lower jaw stemming from an orca was dated to c. 3300 cal BCE (LuS-13505,
4885 ± 55, −12.9 δC13), showing that even whales had entered the bay.

In comparison to the dated bones, charcoal and wood samples collected in situ at Jortveit were dated to
between c. 3680 and 2730 cal BCE (Nielsen & Persson, 2020, p. 9, Table 1). These samples probably
represent waste from nearby settlements, once situated on the Neolithic shore (Figure 4). In the early third
millennium BCE, the local sea level was about 10 m higher than today, and several stray finds and settle-
ments in the surrounding area attests to this. Some artefacts even point to long distance contact and direct
identificationwith the Funnel Beaker culture, e.g. polished flint axes and a stone battle-axe (Figure 4, upper right).

Figure 4: The area around the site Jortveit (yellow dot) with sea level elevated 10 m (c. 3000–2500 cal BCE), and a selection of
Neolithic finds in the surrounding area. Circles: Single stray finds. Squares: Settlement sites. Top left: Flint arrowhead of type C
(Becker, 1951). Down left: Thick butted and polished flint axe. Top right: Fragment of polygonal battle-axe of type K III
(Zápotocký, 1992), typical of the Funnel Beaker Culture in Sweden and Norway. Down right: The two toggling harpoons from
Jortveit. The harpoon to the right dates directly to 3631–3372 cal BCE (at 95.4%, LuS-13503, 4715 ± 45). Figure by Svein V.
Nielsen.
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The significance of these battle-axes is further discussed below. Only one pottery sherd has been found in the
wetland at Jortveit, but the lack of decoration makes it hard to date more precisely than to the Neolithic
period.

Among the bone tools from Jortveit, there were also two toggling harpoons, both found during ditch main-
tenance work in the early 1930s. One is 120mm long, and 12mm at the widest. It has a drilled hole in the centre
and the “feather” (Figure 4) has a u-shaped incision. A sample of bone powder extracted from this artefact dated
to 3631–3372 cal BCE (at 95.4%, LuS-13503, 4715 ± 45) (Nielsen & Persson, 2020), which is overlapping with the
earliest tuna bones from Jortveit. The second harpoon is 98mm long and 11mm at the widest. It exhibits the same
morphological traits as the first, but lacks the u-shaped incision. This artefact has not been dated.

In the current research, toggling harpoons are also known under other technical terms, such as “conical
harpoons” (Krištofić, 2016, p. 35), “Lanzespitze” (Reinerth, 1929), or “Knebelharpunen” (Torke, 1993).
Similar harpoons to those found at Jortveit were also discovered by the excavations at Skipshelleren, a
rock shelter site located on the south side of Vikafjorden in Western Norway (Bøe, 1934). Two tuna bones
were found in layers initially defined as Mesolithic (Faltinsen, 2018, pp. 45–52; Olsen, 1976), but recent
radiocarbon dates and finds of cattle bones in the same layer suggest the presence of mixed levels at
Skipshelleren (Rosvold, Andersen, Linnell, & Hufthammer, 2013). Considering this and the small size of
Mesolithic fishhooks, including those from Skipshelleren (Bergsvik & David, 2015; Bøe, 1934), it is unlikely
that they were used for tuna fishing. Compared to these, the hooks from Jortveit are considerably larger, and
seem more suitable for catching larger fish species.

Apart from the possible Mesolithic bones from Skipshelleren, a few tuna bones have also been found at
the Late Mesolithic sites Tågerup and Löddesborg in Southern Sweden, and Italiensvej in Eastern Denmark
(Enghoff, MacKenzie, & Nielsen, 2007; Jonsson, 1988; Karsten & Knarrström, 2003), but the small occur-
rences from these sites do not suggest tuna was an important prey in the Mesolithic. In Sweden and
Denmark, toggling harpoons have not been recorded so far, and barbed harpoons, similar to the single
rowed barbed harpoon from Jortveit, seem to have been most widespread in the Neolithic (Andersen, 1972,
pp. 92–93; Becker, 1951, p. 161, Figure 2; Janzon 1974, pp. 259, 266, 277–8, 280, 301, 311, 327, 333).

4 The Regional Context of Bluefin Tuna Fishing in the Neolithic

The evidence of Bluefin tuna fishing at Jortveit is not unique, as there is a group of sites spread along the
northern and eastern shores of the Skagerrak coast that testify to such catchments in the Scandinavian
Early and Middle Neolithic periods (4000–2350 cal BCE) (Figures 1 and 5). In addition to Jortveit, we have
the sites Hakeröd, Ånneröd, Gröninge, and Sandhem in Western Sweden (Alin, 1955, p. 195; Jonsson, 2002,
p. 3, Table 1; 2007; Munkenberg, 2007, p. 114, Table 1; Särlvik, 1976), and Alveberget in Southern Norway
(Mansrud & Berg-Hansen, 2021). Bones from Bluefin tuna have been documented on all of these, but the
degree of excavation and thus documentation varies greatly.

The site Hakeröd was excavated twice, in 1935 and 2004. This revealed a coastal dwelling area occupied
in the period c. 3300–2400 cal BCE (Alin, 1955; Jonsson, 2002; Persson, 2005). Ånnerød was excavated
multiple times in the twentieth century (1905–1906, 1921, 1977–1978, 1988, and 1991–1992), and these
investigations, combined with subsequent studies of excavation data, have identified a coastal dwelling
site occupied in the period c. 3000–2300 cal BCE (Iversen, Philippsen, & Persson, 2021, p. 38, Figure 9;
Strinnholm, 2001). At Gröninge, artefacts typical of the Middle Neolithic were collected by laymen for
decades in the 20th century before a small scale excavation took place in 1970, showing that most of the
Neolithic dwelling area had already been destroyed by sand outcrops (Moberg & Kaelas, 1966; Särlvik,
1976). A small-scale excavation took place at Sandhem in 2003, resulting in the identification of a dwelling
site with a find inventory typical of the Middle Neolithic (3300–2350 cal BCE) coastal sites within the region
(Hernek, Jonsson, & Streiffert, 2004). In 2018, a comprehensive rescue excavation at Alveberget uncovered a
coastal dwelling area occupied in the period c. 3300–2200 cal BCE, with finds of both burnt and unburnt
tuna bones (Mansrud & Berg-Hansen, 2021).
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It is unfortunate that microfauna, such as birds and fish, are often excluded from osteological datasets due
to methodological challenges related to recovery and reporting (e.g. Gaastra, de Vareilles, & Vander Linden,
2022). This is also the case for the investigated sites here. Like the site documentations, so does the documenta-
tion of fish bones vary considerably (Table 1). In the case of Ånneröd and Gröninge, it is only noted that tuna
bones were found on the sites (A. Bagge, in Alin, 1955, p. 195; Moberg & Kaelas, 1966, p. 43). A detailed analysis
of the fish bones from Jortveit will, however, soon be published. When all present species at Alveberget are
considered, tuna made up 36% of the total number of NISPs (Mansrud & Berg-Hansen, 2021), and at Sandhem
and Hakeröd about 1.8% of the total number of bones (Jonsson, 2002). It thus seems as if Bluefin tuna may have
been a particularly staple food source at the Norwegian sites, i.e. Jortveit and Alveberget, but the varied quality
in documentation do suggest a cautious approach towards the representability of fish. For instance, even though
a detailed analysis of the fish bones from Gröninge does not exist, Jonsson (2002, p. 4) noted that Bluefin tuna
was “the most frequent fish” at that site.

It is not surprising that domesticated animals appear at some of these sites, but the occurrence of
Bluefin tuna – a fish species that can reach c. 400 kg – is significant since it marks a distinction between
Neolithic foraging and Mesolithic foraging in these regions of Scandinavia in terms of prey size (e.g. Enghoff
et al., 2007; Ritchie, 2010; Solheim, 2020). Past Bluefin tuna consumption in Norway is primarily associated

Figure 5: Radiocarbon dates from the Neolithic sites within the research area where there is evidence of consumption of Bluefin
tuna. Probability distributions of calibrated radiocarbon dates are shown with complete ranges and mean values (circles). Blue
probability distributions refer to samples with a marine content where the calibrations have taken into account a reservoir age
of 300 ± 30 years. There is no straightforward procedure for calculating marine reservoir offsets but 300–400 years is often
expected (Iversen et al., 2021; Philippsen, 2013). Detailed sample information for all dates was published by Iversen et al.
(2021), Mansrud and Berg-Hansen (2021), and Nielsen and Persson (2020). Dates have been calibrated using IntCal20 (Reimer
et al., 2020) and OxCal 4.4 (Bronk Ramsey, Van der Plicht, & Weninger, 2001). Figure by Svein V. Nielsen.
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with the Medieval or later periods, because it is expected that only complex societies could organise fishing
and distribution of such large fish (e.g. Herteig, 1973). Clearly, there is evidence today to the contrary. The
dwellings mentioned above were located along the Neolithic shore line, and some were covered by waste
middens, also known as “køkkenmødding” (kitchen midden) (Hernek et al., 2004; Jonsson, 2007, p. 236,
Figure 1; Nordqvist, Jonsson, & Johansson, 2009; Strinnholm, 2001). Middle Neolithic middens are
numerous along the western Swedish coast (Alin, 1955, p. 27; Jonsson, 2007, p. 236, Figure 1). The sites
discussed here are also part of a widespread, coastally oriented settlement phenomenon in the Nordic
countries that emerged at the transition from the Early to the Middle Neolithic, i.e. around 3300 cal BCE, but
Jortveit differs in this respect because the earliest site activity dates to the EN II period (3500–3300 cal BCE).

5 The Continental Backdrop

Beyond the Skagerrak coast in Southern Norway and Western Sweden, big fish catchments by the use of
toggling harpoons were also present in Central and Eastern Europe in the Neolithic. As contexts are rarely
investigated where osseous tools are preserved, there is no doubt that the archaeological record is skewed
in this respect. Direct dates of well-preserved osseous tools are also rare, in part because of their well-
preserved state. It is also often the case that only half-fabricated bone tools are found at excavated settle-
ments, while the actual harpoons were frequently lost while in use at places other than settlements (de
Capitani, Deschler-Erb, Leuzinger, Marti-Grädel, & Schibler, 2002, p. 338). In such cases, type identification
of harpoons or other formal organic tools become problematic. Therefore, for the study of organic tools,
such biases must be taken into account when making interpretations; either the spatial distribution of these
tools can be explained by the present state of our data –which we know is limited due to taphonomic and
behavioural biases, or there are causes beyond our data that we cannot account for yet. In Section 5.1, a
brief overview of the research that touches upon the presence of toggling harpoons in Europe is presented,
and interpretations which assume that the data we have today are informative for reconstructions of past
events are proposed.

5.1 Toggling Harpoons from Central and Eastern Europe

After Munro (1890, p. 173, Figure 42) first depicted a toggling harpoon discovered in the Ljubljana marshes
in Slovenia, more harpoons have been discovered at Neolithic sites in Central and Eastern Europe
(Anthony, 2007, p. 242, Figure 11.7; Auler, 1994, pp. 135–136, abb. 4–5; Bøe, 1934, pl. 2, Figures 14–16;
Choyke, 2015, p. 249, Figure 14; Cristiani, Dimitrijević, & Vitezović, 2016, p. 139, Figure 4; Hansen, 2015,

Table 1: Quantitative overview of Bluefin tuna bones from Early and Middle Neolithic sites located along the Skagerrak and
Kattegat coast in Norway and Sweden (NISP: Number of identified specimen)

Site Number of
bones

% of total N
bones

NISP % of
total NISP

Weight (g) % of total
weight

Reference

Jortveit 182 <95 — — <600 <95
Alveberget — — 27 36 49 50 Mansrud and Berg-

Hansen (2021)
Ånneröd — — — — — — Alin (1955)
Sandhem 18 1.8 — — — — Jonsson (2007)
Hakeröd 2 1.8 — — 2.1 0.7 Jonsson (2002)
Gröninge — — — — — — Moberg and Kaelas (1966)
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p. 289, Figure 39; Kostyleva and Macane, 2018, pp. 147, Figure 1; Lübke, Lüth, & Terberger, 2009, p. 325, pl. 3;
Nielsen & Persson, 2020, p. 5, Figure 3; Schlenker, 1994; Torke, 1993, pp. 61–63, abb. 12–14; Tsybriy, Tsybriy,
& Kiyashko, 2017, p. 106, Figure 1; Vitezović, 2011; 2017, p. 215, Figure 8; 2018, p. 179, Figure 10; Wininger,
1992). The sites with toggling harpoons presented in Table 2 and plotted spatially in Figure 6 were identified
based on published illustrations that secured a correct type-identification. In this work, the somewhat
similar but considerably younger bone points known as “Doppelspitzen” (“double-edged points”) from
Swiss lake sites (Schlenker, 1994; Wininger, 1992) are not included, nor the so-called “Tüllenspitzen”
known from the Iron Age in Northern Europe (Schatte, 2013). Some sites should, with reference to the
diverse research traditions in Europe, rather be classified as Eneolithic, Chalcolithic, Middle or Late Neo-
lithic, depending on regional coherence (Kadrow, 2015, pp. 248–249; 2017, pp. 68–69). Here the term
Neolithic has been chosen to be used as a broad category for all the sites, and the term Eneolithic for sites
that are considered as part of a Copper Age based on previous research.

In the lower Danube region, toggling harpoons are known to have occurred at the tell settlements
Vinĉa-Belo Brdo in Serbia and at Pietrele in Romania (Cristiani et al., 2016; Hansen, 2015). First, it should be
mentioned that there has been some confusion regarding the harpoon types in the Vinĉa culture period
(5700–4500 cal BCE). It has been mentioned in some studies that the only harpoon type from this phase
were barbed (Vitezović, 2020, p. 168, Figure 8; Zalai-Gaál, 2004), but Cristiani et al. (2016) recently showed
that toggling harpoons were also found at Vinĉa-Belo Brdo, and that they belonged to the “final phases,” or
the Early Eneolithic horizon (c. 4500–4000 cal BCE) (Borić, 2015, p. 177, Figure 19; Roberts, Marić, &
Cvetković, 2021; Tasić et al., 2015; Whittle et al., 2016). Yet during this horizon, the site was used for burials
within which there were finds typical of the Eneolithic Bodrogkeresztúr culture. Two of the Eneolithic
graves at Vinĉa-Belo Brdo dated to c. 4298 cal BCE (Burial 1, OxA-24922, 5451 ± 35 BP) and c. 4162 (Burial

Table 2: List of sites with toggling harpoons mentioned in the text

Country Site Period Reference

Hungary Gyõr-Szabadrét-domb Baden Boleráz Choyke (2015)
Slovenia Ljubljana marshes Eneolithic Munro (1890), Korošec and Korošec (1969), Greif (1997),

Gaspari (2008)
Romania Malnaş-Băi Cucuteni-Trypillia BI Sztanes and Beldiman (2014)
Germany Ostorf-Tannenwerde Funnel Beaker culture Lübke et al. (2009)
Norway Jortveit Funnel Beaker culture Nielsen and Persson (2020)
Romania Pietrele Gumelniţa culture Hansen et al. (2014)
Romania Vitănești-Măgurice Gumelniţa culture Margarit et al. (2022)
Germany Siedlung Dullenried Horgen culture Torke (1993)
Switzerland Steinhausen-Sennweid Horgen culture Röder and Huber (2007)
Germany Siedlung Forschner Horgen culture Torke (1993
Germany Wasserburg Buchau Horgen culture Torke (1993)
Switzerland Zürich-Alpenquai Horgen culture Auler (1994)
Switzerland Nidau-Steinberg BE Horgen culture Auler (1994)
Switzerland Auvernier NE Horgen culture Rychner (1979a)
Norway Skipshelleren Scandinavian Neolithic Bøe (1934)
Russia Razdorskoye I Sredny Stog culture Tsybriy et al. (2017)
Ukraine Soroki I Sredny Stog culture Tsybriy et al. (2017)
Ukraine Sredny Stog Sredny Stog culture Anthony (2007)
Ukraine Strilcha Skelya Sredny Stog culture Anthony (2007)
Croatia Jakovo-Kormadin Vinĉa Phase D Krištofić (2016)
Serbia Vinĉa-Belo Brdo Vinĉa Phase D Cristiani et al. (2016)
Serbia Divostin Vinĉa Phase D Vitezović (2013)
Serbia Drenovac Vinĉa Phase D Vitezović (2011)
Russia Sakhtysh II Volosovo culture Kostyleva and Macane (2018)
Serbia Sarvaš-Gradac Vučedol culture Vitezović (2018)
Serbia Zók Vučedol culture Vitezović (2018)
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2, OxA-24923, 5335 ± 34 BP), which is in line with the typological dating (Borić, 2015, pp. 25, Figure 16). It is
therefore important to note that the toggling harpoons at Vinĉa-Belo Brdo were not found in any of the
Eneolithic burials, but that they belonged to the final Vinĉa occupation phase. Based on the occurrence of
toggling harpoons at both Vinĉa-Belo Brdo and other Vinĉa culture sites, such as Divostin (Vitezović, 2013,
pp. 116, Figure 5; 2017), Drenovac (Vitezović, 2011, p. 125), and Jakovo-Kormadin (Krištofić, 2016, pp. 35–36),
the harpoons can be given a tentative dating to c. 4850–4500 cal BCE. This date is also in line with the latest
occupation stage, i.e. stage D, at Vinĉa-Belo Brdo (Borić, 2015, p. 163, Figure 2).

In the case of the site Pietrele in Romania, Benecke et al. (2013), Hansen (2015), and Hansen et al. (2014)
associated the toggling harpoons with the Gumelniţa culture (c. 4500–4000 cal BCE) occupation phase,
making them a few centuries younger than the harpoons from the Vinĉa region further west. Benecke et al.
(2013, p. 186) referred to comparable Late Mesolithic harpoons from Northern Germany, which would be
fully contemporary with the site activity at Pietrele. However, these Late Mesolithic artefacts, such as the
barbed harpoon from Travenbrück (cf. Hartz, Lübke, & Terberger, 2007, p. 577, Figure 6), deviate from the
type definition of toggling harpoons. On the contrary, the harpoons are more in line with the Ertebølle type
harpoons defined by Andersen (1972), which are barbed and perforated in the proximal end. As argued by
Hartz et al. (2007), there is evidence of trade and therefore distribution of exotic artefacts into the Late

Figure 6: The distribution of Neolithic sites with toggling harpoons in Europe and their associated chronological phases.
Sakhtysh II (1), Razdorskoye I (2), Sredny Stog and Strilcha Skelya (3), Soroki I (4), Malnaş-Băi (5), Pietrele and Vitănești-
Măgurice (6), Divostin and Drenovac (7), Vinĉa-Belo Brdo and Jakovo-Kormadin (8), Sarvaš-Gradac (9), Zók (10), Gyor-
Szabadret-domb (11), Ljubljana marshes (12), Lake Federsee (13), Siedlung Forschner, Dullenried, Wasserburg Buchau, Zurich-
Alpenquai, and Steinhausen-Sennweid, (14), Nidau-Steinberg and Auvernier (15), Ostorf-Tannenwerder (16), Jortveit (17), and
Skipshelleren (18). See the main text for site references. The timespan presented in colour for each region reflect the age of
radiocarbon dated contexts and artefacts, and for further details see the main text. Example drawings of harpoons from
selected sites are based on published illustrations and have been scaled approximately. Figure by Svein V. Nielsen.
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Mesolithic communities in Northern Germany, but nothing suggests that new harpoon types were adopted
due to such external influence.

Production waste from the manufacturing of toggling harpoons was found at the contemporary tell
settlement Vitănești-Măgurice, which was located only a few miles west from Pietrele (Margarit, Andreescu,
Modoveanu, Mirea, & Torcica, 2022). Although the finds are few in number, toggling harpoons are also
known from the contemporary Cucuteni-Trypillia culture (phase BI, 4300–4100 cal BCE) further north in
Romania, for instance at the site Malnaş-Băi, which was radiocarbon dated to c. 4460–4050 cal BCE
(Sztanes & Beldiman 2014, p. 270, Figure 4). Thus, we can observe that toggling harpoons were in use
within a relatively large Eneolithic region in Southeastern Europe during the second half of the fifth
millennium BCE. Hansen (2015, p. 114) suggested that the toggling harpoons from the Gumelniţa culture
could represent “a Copper Age innovation,” and that they were used specifically to catch very large fish, but
as argued here, toggling harpoons were already in use at late Vinĉa culture sites.

Further east, in Ukraine, toggling harpoons have also appeared on sites dating to the period c.
4500–4000 cal BCE, also called the early Sredny Stog cultural complex (Anthony 2007, p. 242, Figure
11.7; Mallory 1991, p. 209, Figure 111; Telegin, Lillie, Potekhina, & Kovaliukh, 2015; Tsybriy et al., 2017,
pp. 106, 112). Although Anthony (2007, p. 242) emphasised that the early Sredny Stog period was contem-
porary with the demise of the tell settlements in the Vinĉa culture region, the dating of the toggling
harpoons within the Sredny Stog region and chronology is somewhat unclear. Mallory (1991, p. 209, Figure
111) pictured toggling harpoons as part of the tool inventory of the complete time span of the Sredny Stog
culture. Anthony (2007, p. 242, Figure 11.7) later connected them more precisely with the sites Sredny Stog
(Locus classicus) and Strilcha Skelya, both of which date to the early phase. A similar dating frame is
indicated at other Sredny Stog sites with toggling harpoons, such as Razdorskoye I, where part of an
assemblage was collected from an eroded riverside, while one toggling harpoon was found in a strati-
graphic layer dated to the late Mariupul period (5500–4000 cal BCE) (Telegin, Potekhina, Lillie, & Kova-
liukh, 2002, p. 361; Tsybriy et al., 2017). Considering the site Soroki I, several radiocarbon dates have been
published throughout the years (cf. Gimbutas, 1988), but these show a large span, and it is not certain
which are representative of the harpoons. Thus, how far back in time toggling harpoons stretch within the
area of the Sredny Stog culture, or the Pontic Steppe, is unresolved. There is, however, no evidence of such
harpoons during the late Sredny Stog period, for instance from Dereivka (e.g. Telegin, 1986).

It is interesting to note that toggling harpoons also appear at younger sites located north of the Pontic
Steppe, as well as northwest of Vinĉa-Belo Brdo. At the site Sakhtysh II in Central Russia, toggling harpoons
were found close to a group of excavated features called “ritual hoards,”which were radiocarbon dated to c.
3600–3000 cal BCE (Kostyleva &Macane, 2018; Macāne, Nordqvist, & Kostyleva, 2019; Piezonka, Kostyleva,
Zhilin, Dobrovolskaya, & Terberger, 2013). Sakhtysh II is a burial site interpreted as belonging to the
Eneolithic Volosovo culture (c. 3500–2500 cal BCE), and the ritual hoards that were excavated consisted
of “clusters of artifacts with traces of exposure to fire” (Kostyleva & Macane, 2018, p. 148). Northwest of Vinĉa-
Belo Brdo, the sites Sarvaš-Gradac and Zók have been interpreted as belonging to the Vučedol cultural complex
(3000–2500 cal BCE) (Vitezović, 2018). The site Gyõr-Szabadrét-domb in Hungary have an occupation phase
radiocarbon dated to c. 3200–3100 cal BCE, which corresponds to the Boleráz phase of the Baden culture
(Choyke, 2015). This could mean that the tool type was kept in use for some centuries after its introduction
in the Eneolithic. Choyke (2015, p. 250) also pointed out that harpoons similar to the toggling harpoon from
Gyõr-Szabadrét-domb do appear on other Bronze Age sites in Hungary. Toggling harpoons are also known from
two Bronze Age sites located within the Carpathian region, namely, Pecica and Klárafalva Hajdova (Nicodemus,
2014, p. 394), but these have not been plotted in Figure 6 due to their post-Neolithic ages.

To the southwest of the Vinĉa region, in Slovenia, toggling harpoons have occurred at Eneolithic (Greif,
1997, p. 35; Korošec & Korošec, 1969) and Bronze Age sites (Gaspari, 2008). According to Gaspari (2008,
pp. 72–73), these harpoons also occurred at Hočevarica, a pile dwelling dated specifically to c. 3700–3600 cal
BCE (Čufar & Kromer, 2004), but illustrations of these artefacts have unfortunately not been published.
Considering the evidence of pile dwelling in the Ljubljana marshes from the period c. 3700–3300 cal BCE
(Budja & Mlekuž, 2010; Čufar, Kromer, Tolar, & Velušček, 2010; Velušček, 2004), it is feasible that toggling
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harpoons were in use during that time period, but with no direct dates nor well-dated contexts, this assertion
remains speculative. Velušček (2004, pp. 146–147) suggested that toggling harpoons were used in the Slo-
venian Eneolithic period to catchWels catfish (Siluris glanis), which can reach 300 kg, when the fishmoved to
shallow water during spawning season.

In Central Europe, toggling harpoons are known from a number of sites dating to the Horgen Cultural
complex (c. 3500–2750 cal BCE). Several were found at sites surrounding Lake Federsee in Southern
Germany, such as Siedlung Dullenried which dated to the Horgen culture (Manning et al., 2014; Reinerth,
1929, p. 66, Figure 16; Schlichtherle, 2004), and Wasserburg Buchau and Siedlung Forschner, which dated to
the Bronze Age (Torke 1990, 1993, 2016). In Switzerland, such harpoons were found at the sites Zürich-Alpen-
quai, Nidau-Steinberg BE, Auvernier NE, and Steinhausen-Sennweid (Auler, 1994; Hafner & Suter 2003b, p. 23,
Tafel 8 No. 15; Röder & Huber, 2007, p. 378, Tabel 38 No 548; Rychner, 1979a, p. 41; 1979b, p. 261). Although the
harpoons from the Swiss lake sites could date as early as the Pfyn cultural period (3900–3500 cal BCE), the
artefacts have not been directly dated and the discovery of a few finds of harpoons made of bronze do indicate
that the tool type was kept in use for centuries. Alternatively, it was reintroduced in the region during the Bronze
Age. Hafner and Suter (2003a) dated the finds from Steinhausen-Sennweid to 3000–2750 cal BCE, but radio-
carbon dates from the Horgen culture occupation at the site pointed to the period 2869–2859 cal BCE (Röder &
Huber, 2007, p. 315). Röder and Huber (2007, p. 266) argued that the harpoon from Steinhausen-Sennweid could
belong to an even later occupation phase (Bronze Age), but considering the evidence from Siedlung Dullenried
and the Ljubljana marshes, to place this tool in the Horgen culture horizon is more coherent. Auler (1994) even
suggested that the toggling harpoons fromWasserburg Buchau and Siedlung Forschner should rather be dated
to a Neolithic occupation, congruent with Siedlung Dullenried.

In Northern Germany, at the flat-grave cemetery Ostorf-Tannenwerder, one cone-shaped bone tool
found in grave 16/04 could well represent a toggling harpoon (Bastian, 1961, p. 31; Lübke et al., 2009,
p. 325, Plate 3, No. 1). The artefact was fragmented but it clearly had a socketed base and lacked barbs along
the edges. A cranial fragment from grave 16/04 dated directly to 3951–3659 cal BCE (UtC-7443, 5023 ± 45 BP)
but could be about 400 years younger due to a freshwater marine reservoir effect, which according to Lübke
et al. (2009, p. 323) is in line with a typological dating of the find inventory in the grave. A calibration of the
date from grave 16/04 that takes into account the reservoir age of the site proposed by Fernandes, Grootes,
Nadeau, and Nehlich (2015) give 3762–3127 cal BCE (at 95.4%) with 3451 cal BCE as median age. In Scandi-
navia, as mentioned, toggling harpoons occurred at the wetland site Jortveit and at the rock shelter site
Skipshelleren in Western Norway (Bøe, 1934; Nielsen & Persson, 2020).

6 Summary

To summarize, toggling harpoons first appeared at late Vinĉa culture tell sites including the eponymous
Vinĉa-Belo Brdo (phase D). After c. 4500 cal BCE, they are also present further east, in the Gumelniţa, the
Cucuteni-Trypillia, and the Sredny Stog culture, and then, closer to c. 3500 cal BCE, even in Central Russia.
Northwest of the Vinĉa region, the toggling harpoons are found at the Ljubljana marshes, the possibly
earliest from c. 3700 cal BCE. From around 3500 cal BCE, they also appear within the area of the Horgen
culture in Southern Germany and Switzerland. Finally, the toggling harpoons were then discovered at sites
associated with the Funnel Beaker culture in Scandinavian and Northern Germany – although there is some
uncertainty associated with the harpoon type from grave 16/04 at Ostorf-Tannenwerder. Characteristic of
these northernmost sites is their geographical location along the coast or lakes, and generally at the out-
skirts of rich agricultural areas. Although I have not studied first hand most of the harpoons mentioned in
this review, previously published illustrations demonstrate clear morphological similarities between arte-
facts from the Eastern and Central European sites. The harpoons from more northern areas are longer and
slimmer, but the u-shaped incision on the feather on the harpoons from Jortveit is also present at other
sites, e.g. Vinĉa-Belo Brdo.
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Besides the morphological similarities between the toggling harpoons produced within the Gumelniţa
and Cucuteni-Trypillia regions and those discovered at Central European sites, the proposed east-west
distribution pattern finds support in other sources of evidence as well. Contemporary with the Gumelniţa
and Cucuteni-Trypillia BI, an interaction zone was formed in Northern Germany between agricultural
groups (i.e. Michelsberg and Late Lengyel), which resulted in the formation of the Funnel Beaker culture
around 4100 cal BCE (cf. Müller, 2011). Around 4000 cal BCE, funnel-necked beakers appeared in Southern
Scandinavia, marking the onset of the Neolithic period. New social networks were established, reflecting
the geographical extent of the Funnel Beaker culture (Bakker, 1979, 2010). The first centuries of the 4th
millennium BCE also represented a period of increased westward contact and flow of technologies from
Eastern to Central Europe and Scandinavia along the river systems (Figure 7). This is here indicated by the
spread of copper technology (Gebauer, Sørensen, Taube, & Wielandt, 2020), stone sceptres (Anthony, 2007,
p. 235, Figure 11.5; Dergachev, 2007; Ebbesen, 1988; Glob, 1952), and battle-axes (Ebbesen, 1998; Mikkelsen,
1984; Nielsen, 2021b; Zápotocký, 1992, note that type III axes in Zápotocký is equal to type V in Ebbesen).

The earliest phase of the Eneolithic Mondsee group in Austria, from which copper artefacts were
distributed to Scandinavia, dates to 3800–3000 cal BCE (Frank & Pernicka, 2012, p. 112; Nørgaard, Pernicka,
& Vandkilde, 2021, p. 2, Table 1). The chemical composition in the Mondsee copper artefacts is identical to
contemporary copper in Southeastern Europe, and copper artefact types from this period, such as the
Cucuteni daggers, follow the same east-west distribution (Frank & Pernicka, 2012, p. 151, Figure 12; Gross
et al., 2021, p. 13 Figure 11; Klassen, 2014, p. 242, Figure 141). As pointed out by Klassen (2014), one of the
possible long-distance traveling routes in Europe in the early fourth millennium BCE followed the Danubian
trail, from the Black Sea to the Neckar Valley and the Kraichgau region in Germany. As shown above, the
distribution of toggling harpoons seems to follow this route. It could also be mentioned that a characteristic
fishing tool within the Pfyn culture and early Horgen culture in Switzerland was the rod harpoon (de
Capitani et al., 2002, p. 338), which was widely used within the Gumelniţa culture and Cucuteni-Trypillia
culture, with the mentioned site Pietrele being no exception (Hansen, 2015).

The distribution of stone sceptres indicates a different route, namely, through the Cucuteni-Trypillia
region and the Funnel Beaker culture areas in Poland. This route is interesting because it has been
suggested before that the tradition of making exceptionally long flint blades and thin-butted flint axes
spread through this route to Scandinavia (cf. Anthony, 2007, p. 247; Kadrow, 2016; Klimscha, 2007). The
flint blades that distributed through the Funnel Beaker culture in Poland could measure up to 34 cm in
length (Migal, 2006), and hoards with long blades are known also from Southern Scandinavia and Norway
(Ebbesen, 1982; Nielsen, 2017a). However, the toggling harpoons do not seem to follow this trail. It is, of
course, possible that the harpoon technology was adopted by para-Neolithic groups (i.e. Neman culture) in
Poland, and that it spread through such groups to Northern Germany, but there is presently no evidence
from para-Neolithic sites that suggests such a specific scenario (e.g. Nowak, 2017; 2021). The Danubian trail
mentioned above therefore seem more plausible concerning the northern spread of toggling harpoons.

The westward spread of copper technology to Central Europe in the early fourth millennium BCE has by
some scholars been connected to a collapse of Eneolithic societies in Southeastern Europe around c.
4100 cal BCE (Anthony, 2007, p. 228; Klassen, 2014, pp. 239–247; Price & Gebauer, 2017, pp. 142–143).
Although this transitional period is still poorly understood (cf. Roberts et al., 2021, p. 42), it seems none-
theless to have had a notable demographic impact on Central Europe (Müller, 2015; Windler et al., 2013).
According to a model presented by Müller (2015, p. 209, Figure 17.7), there was a relative increase in popula-
tion in Central Europe of c. 0.5 million and an equally large decrease in Eastern Europe during the centuries
after 4500 cal BCE. As argued by Petrequin (1993, p. 45), there were several “traditional boundaries” in Central
Europe during this period, and the presence of such territorial limits can explain why the toggling harpoon
technology did not distribute even further west, nor to the northeast and Baltic region. Klassen, Cassen, and
Pétrequin (2012) demonstrated how the spatial distribution of jade axes (western region) and copper and gold
(eastern region) reflected these regional boundaries in the period c. 4800–3800 cal BCE. Yet the toggling
harpoon technology seem to have spread to Central Europe at the very end of this development, and there is a
notable “gap” in the data presented here, between the Gumelniţa-Cucuteni-Trypillia-Sredny Stog periods,
and the Eneolithic in Slovenia and the Horgen culture further west.
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7 Catching Big Fish in the Past and Present

Fish bones found at the sites with toggling harpoons discussed above indicate consumption of large fish
species, in particular Wels catfish at inland sites and Bluefin tuna at coastal sites (Figure 8). Wels catfish
were documented at Pietrele in Romania, showing that fishing had played an important role in the house-
hold economies there (Hansen, 2015, p. 285). As pointed out by Benecke et al. (2013), fishing was probably

Figure 7: Distribution map of artefact types discussed in the article (see legend). Battle-axes (i.e. Stone hammer axes) after
Zápotocký (1992, pp. 529–531, Tafel 129–131) and Ebbesen (1998, p. 89, Figure 13), copper artefacts after Klassen (2001, p. 63,
Figure 9; 2014, pp. 229, 242, Figure 134) and Nielsen (2016, p. 160, Figure 7). Stone sceptres after Dergachev (2000, pp.
307–308, Figure 15, Map 16), Ebbesen (1988, pp. 11–13, Figures 5–7), Glob (1952, Figures 83, 85, 87), Hartz (2015), and Hinsch
(1955). Note that example illustrations of artefacts are not shown with correct measurements. Figure by Svein V. Nielsen.
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an activity for specialists at and around these tell settlements, and the toggling harpoons were therefore
likely part of a tool kit designed specifically for such catchments. Bones from Wels catfish were also well
represented at the Horgen culture sites surrounding Lake Federsee in Southern Germany (Torke, 1993), and
“an increase in deliberate capture of larger individuals” has been documented on Swiss lake sites at the
transition to the Pfyn period (3900–3500 cal BCE) (Schibler, Jacomet, Hüster-Plogmann, & Brombacher,
1997, p. 566). While food waste was not documented at the grave site Ostorf-Tannenwerder, isotopic values
from human bones showed fresh water fish had been a main food source (Lübke et al., 2009). At Gröninge in
Western Sweden, and at Alveberget and Jortveit in Norway, tuna was among the primary target species.

Bluefin tunas weighing at least 70 kg were butchered at Alveberget (Mansrud & Berg-Hansen, 2021),
while the bones from Sandhem indicated butchering of tunas of about 1 m in length (L. Jonsson in Hernek
et al., 2004, p. 31). The largest tunas from Jortveit were estimated to c. 150 kg, but many bones found at
Jortveit could represent “failed catches” rather than consumption (Nielsen & Persson, 2020, p. 16). As we
know from recent history that schools of tunas can easily damage fishing gear (e.g. MacKenzie & Myers,
2007), it is only reasonable to expect that some fish died and sunk to the bottom of the bay at Jortveit with
harpoons still dislodged inside them.

In order to gain an impression of how toggling harpoons were used to catch Bluefin tuna in the distant
past, a turn to more recent times can be helpful. In the early twentieth century, spawning areas for Bluefin
tuna in Europe was in the Black Sea, the Levantine Sea, the Sicily channel, the Tyrrhenian Sea, and in the
Balearic Sea (MacKenzie & Mariani, 2012). In the Mediterranean, evidence of Bluefin tuna consumption
dates as far back as the Mousterian period (Brown, Fa, Finlayson, & Finlayson, 2011), and from more recent
times, we know that Bluefin tuna was a vital economic factor to communities, for instance at the Maldives
(Andrews et al., 2022; Cort & Albuanza, 2019; Joseph, 1998; Perlès, 2016). The diversity of tuna fishing traps
in the Mediterranean from more recent times has been documented in detail (e.g. Di Natale, 2012a), and
Perlès (2016, p. 52) suggested that fishing traps were used for Bluefin tuna fishing in the Mediterranean
already in the Final Mesolithic period (Pickard & Bonsall, 2004, p. 283).

The Mediterranean Bluefin tuna has its primary feeding area along the Norwegian coast, where it
migrates primarily between day 200 and 350 (July–December) (Di Natale, 2012b, p. 110; Nøttestad, Boge,

Figure 8: Atlantic Bluefin tuna (upper) and Wels catfish (below) (from Røise, 1962, pp. 29, 47, Figures 26 and 121). Approximate
sizes for large individuals and an adult person. Figure by Svein V. Nielsen.
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& Ferter, 2020; Tangen, 2008). A variety of sizes feed in the North Sea while smaller fish (mean size: 2.0 m/
200 kg) were usually caught in the Skagerrak Sea and Kattegat Sea. The base data in question stem from
direct observations of tunas and historical sources documenting catches, particularly from the boom in
tuna fishery in Norway and Western Sweden in the early twentieth century (Bennema, 2018).

7.1 Historical Sources

Toggling harpoons have been used for both tuna fishing and whaling in many regions on the globe
(Fielding, 2014; Fitzhugh, 2001; Ickerodt, 2013; Kaplan, 1953; Losey & Yang, 2007; Olsen, 1994; Yesner,
1980). The design of the toggling harpoons enables them to penetrate the skin of a prey, detach from its
shaft, expand laterally inside the flesh, to be kept tight by a line or rope. The expansion enabled by the
proximal twist, also known as the “feather” or “wing” (Birket-Smith, 1959, p. 82), compensates the lack of
barbs (also described by Alver, 1986; Lindquist, 1994b, p. 1097). Some scholars have therefore referred to
the toggling harpoon as a “sophisticated sort of hook” (Christensen, Legoupil, & Pétillon, 2016, p. 248).
Little is currently known of where and when the modern toggling harpoon used in Norway was developed,
but it seems clear that it was not adapted from the Inuit by European blacksmiths in the nineteenth century
(which was proposed by Christensen et al., 2016, p. 246). In 1762, the Norwegian priest and topographer
Hans Strøm already described an iron harpoon called “skutel,” which was then widespread among fishers
on the northwest coast of Norway:

This tool consists of an iron rod, which is one ell long, thick in the upper part and hollow, but narrow and pointed below,
and equipped with a feather, which is tied to the rod with a thread (…). The feather is not pointed, but oval-rounded, thin,
and sharp; it is slightly thinner and narrower in the middle part, where it is tied to the rod, rather than in both ends. In the
hollow end of the iron rod, a wooden rod is inserted, 2 to 2 fathoms long, where a long rope is also tied (Strøm, 1762, p. 455,
translated by the authors. Note that 1 fathom equals 1.8288m).

As far as we know, the “skutel”was used for Bluefin tuna fishing in Norway from the eighteenth to the early
twentieth century. Though Lindquist (1994a) has argued that the study of fishing in history is problematic
because the name of fish species changed throughout history – partly because some fish names were
adjectives and described either the behaviour or physiology of the fish (Nordgaard, 1912) – there are sources
testifying how Bluefin tuna fishing was practiced in Norway during that period (Table 3). In short, the
fishing took place in July–December in connection with herring fishery. The fish were caught near the coast
from small boats by use of harpoons, but also fishhooks, seine nets, or lines were used (Abrahamsen, 1983;
Christoffersen, 1984; Iversen, 1937; Langen, 1959; Midgaard & Tande, 1953; Næsheim, 1978; Rathke, 1907;
Rød Olavesen, 1985; Schønwetter, 1988; Steinsnes, 1956; Strøm, 1762; Tangen, 2008). The type of line
mentioned here refers to either “line” or “bakke” in Norwegian, describing a string of hooks with bait
sunk into the sea. On some occasions, herring or sprat were thrown at sea as bait to attract tuna if shoals
were spotted. Seine nets (i.e. which are characteristic of the large scale tuna fisheries in the post-war period)
were used on one occasion only in the early twentieth century, as part of a planned experiment with
economic incentives (Tangen, 2008). On one occasion, tunas were also closed off inside a bay and har-
pooned with a technique developed mainly for coast near whaling (Kalland, 2014; Rathke 1907). In accor-
dance with Pickard and Bonsall’s (2004, p. 274) classification of fishing activities, the Bluefin tuna fishing
described here would count as “inshore fishing.”

In historical times, rumour of tuna fishing quickly spread within fisher-farmer communities in Southern
Norway, and both tuna and small whales were distributed on local markets, where people from near and far
gathered. Incentives for hasty distribution in markets were economic as well as health related, because
consumption of spoiled tuna meat can cause scombrotoxic food poisoning (or histamine fish poisoning)
(Attaran & Probst 2002). Scombrotoxic poisoning is not lethal, but does create urticarial, allergy like rashes
in the face and neck regions c. 10min to 2 h after consumption. Other symptoms include nausea, vomiting,
diarrhoea, cramps, and hypotension (McLauchlin, Little, Grant, & Mithani, 2006). Unfortunately, we know
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little concerning food preservation techniques in the Neolithic beyond the more obvious cooking and short-
term storage in ceramic or organic vessels. Studies of lipid residues on Neolithic vessels have found that
some pots were used to contain meat or fat from seals, but this is likely evidence of food preparation and not
preservation (Koch, 1998; Østmo, 2008). One experimental study found that Funnel Beaker type pots were
functional for fermentation processes but encouraged bacterial and fungal growth as containers (Schenk,

Table 3: References to eighteenth to twenty-first century coast near fishing events of Bluefin tuna in Norway

Reference Period Area of Norway Event

Strøm (1762,
pp. 455–456)

Eighteenth
century

Mørekysten
(northwestern coast)

When tuna was spotted on the fjord, 2 or 3
fishers took one small boat, wherein one
rowed; one threw herring on the sea for bait,
and one stood in the back holding the spear
with a toggling harpoon attached in one hand
and the rope in the other. When the tuna was
close enough, he pierced the harpoon into the
tuna. If hit deep enough, the harpoon would
twist, the feather would fasten, and the spear
would float naturally. The rope was tied to the
boat, and the tuna was caught by the fishers
when exhausted

Rathke (1907, p. 66) 1800–1802 Skogsvåg (central
western coast)

A few hundred tuna caught inside a closed bay
by use of several small boats and large fishing
nets (Norwegian: not), and then caught with
harpoons. Same technique as used for small
whales

Steinsnes (1956, p. 79) Early twentieth
century

Ryfylke (southwestern
coast)

Tunas caught in connection with herring
fishery. Schools of tuna were attracted to the
herring, and single tunas were caught from
small boats using harpoons. The rope was tied
to a floating device (Norwegian: kagg), which
was thrown into the water once the tuna was
pierced. The fishers had to row after the tuna,
and they could catch it when exhausted

Abrahamsen (1983,
pp. 57–58)

Early twentieth
century

Sandøya (Skagerrak
coast)

Tuna was caught using line, i.e. a fishing line
with a row of hooks (Norwegian: bakke,
langline)

Tangen (2008, p. 80) 1922–1923 Oslo fjord Tuna was caught using a seine net not
specialised for tuna catchment. 100 tunas were
caught in 1923

Rød Olavesen (1985,
p. 239)

1920–1930s Østfold (eastern Oslo
fjord)

Tuna (60–100 kg) caught occasionally from
small boats using harpoons

Tangen (2008, p. 80) 1925 Along the coast 125 tunas were caught using harpoon rifle and
hooks

Iversen (1937, p. 119) A long time ago Lygrefjorden (central
western coast)

Fishers would attract tunas by throwing sprat
from small boats. When close enough, the tuna
would be pierced with harpoon and the rope
was attached to a floating device (Norwegian:
en bunt glasskuler). Fishers would then sell
these tunas in the markets

Midgaard and Tande
(1953, p. 382)

1940s Sannidal and Skåtøy
(Skagerrak coast)

Tunas were regularly caught by fishers

Schønwetter (1988,
pp. 91–92)

1949 Larvik (Skagerrak coast) Tunas were caught from motorboats using
harpoons

Christoffersen (1984,
p. 126)

1950–1980s Langesund (Skagerrak
coast)

Sports fishing of tunas using motorboats, rod
and hook, or harpoon
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2014). This does not rule out the practice of fish fermentation in the distant past as well, which is mentioned
in Norwegian and Swedish written sources from the fourteenth century AD and onwards (Riddervold &
Heuch, 1999; Boethius, 2016). In the case of the Central European lake settlements, Greif (1997, p. 77)
suggested that fish meats could have been preserved by immersion in frozen lakes and rivers.

8 Creolization Processes in Southern Norway

The spread of toggling harpoons in Europe during the fourth millennium BCE reflects a process of creoliza-
tion of harpoon technology between societies practicing different economic specialisations. Technological
innovations are social innovations, not only in their sense of being “immaterial” (Furholt, 2021), but even
physically and therefore also spatially. The Neolithic sites in Scandinavia with evidence of Bluefin tuna
fishing are spread primarily along the coast from Eastern Norway to Western Sweden. As the activity
emerged in the mid-fourth millennium BCE, it coincides with the development of early farming economies
within the same geographical regions (Nielsen, 2021b; Østmo, 2007; Sjögren, 2012), the establishment of
specialised hunting stations within the Funnel Beaker culture in Southern Scandinavia (Skaarup, 1973),
and the subsequent appearance of previously defined Neolithic forager groups with a predominant marine
subsistence. With reference to recent interpretations of the origins of the Pitted Ware culture in Southern
Scandinavia (Iversen, 2010; Iversen et al., 2021), and the evidence presented here of the continental origins
of toggling harpoon technology and big fish catchments, the theory that new forager strategies in the
Neolithic followed Mesolithic traditions is in need of revision. Rather, the spread of toggling harpoon
technology provides a concrete example of how creolization and otherwise “flexible” cultural processes
in Europe during the fourth millennium BCE affected both the foragers and farmers.

Some of the main artefact types of the Funnel Beaker culture in Southern Scandinavia, namely, stone
battle-axes, stone sceptres, and copper artefacts, were imported, re-worked, and re-designed in the Early
Neolithic period. As shown by previous research (Hallgren, 2008; Hinsch, 1955; Mikkelsen, 1984; Zápo-
tocký, 1992), the polygonal stone battle-axes types typical in Sweden and Norway were developed on the
basis of Central European battle-axes which, in turn, were inspired by copper and stone battle-axes from
Southeastern Europe (Childe, 1929, pp. 121–122; Sørensen, 2014, pp. 176–177). The spatial distribution of the
battle-axes in Southern Norway is mostly coast near (Nielsen, 2021b, p. 101, Figure 14), and one axe (type K
III) was also found close to the Jortveit site (Figure 4). Creolization processes during the Early Neolithic in
Southern Norway are also visible in the imported and polished flint axes, which occur in great quantities as
stray finds and in fragmented states on settlement sites. Though these axes might have served as symbolic
commodities of condensed wealth (e.g. Stafford, 1999, p. 128), finds of polished flint flakes on occupation
sites show that imports also served utilitarian purposes. Because of their high frequency in the archae-
ological record, the Middle Neolithic thick-butted flint axes (Figure 4, down left) are considered the primary
axe type of the Pitted Ware culture (Hinsch, 1955). Due to their functionality and durability, such flint axes
could also indicate the presence of robust boats (Glørstad, 2005, p. 40), the inspiration of which could have
been those used in the initial spread of farming and husbandry to the Danish islands, Southern Sweden, the
Baltic Sea islands, and the British Isles (Rowley-Conwy, 2011; Rowley-Conwy et al., 2020).

Neolithic technocomplexes that exhibit an economic orientation in favour of wild food sources are
indeed known from many places in Europe, e.g. the Cord-Stamp culture in Southern Norway (c.
3500–2000 cal BCE), Pitted Ware culture (c. 3400–2200 cal BCE) in Sweden and Denmark, Zedmar (c.
4300–2600 cal BCE) and Neman culture (c. 4000–2000 cal BCE) in the Southeastern Baltic, Horgen culture
(c. 3500–2750 cal BCE) in Southern Germany and Switzerland, Wartberg culture (c. 3500–2800 cal BCE) in
Western Germany, and Seine-Oise-Marne (c. 3400–2700 cal BCE) in Northern France and Southern Belgium
(Augereau et al., 2007; Becker, 1951; Gabel, 1958; Iversen et al., 2021; Nowak, 2021; Østmo, 2010; Raetzel-
Fabian, 2002). Though research used to portray such groups as Mesolithic survivors in Neolithic times (e.g.
Gabel, 1958), there is now growing evidence of integration in a Neolithic world.
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Studies of aDNA have identified genetic continuity from Anatolian farmers, and thus the Funnel Beaker
culture, in the Pitted Ware culture in Denmark (Allentoft, 2020). However, the analysed sample was found
in a waste pit and not a grave, which weakens its association with the site activity. An admixture of farmer
and forager ancestry is identified in the Pitted Ware culture in Eastern Sweden, as well as in the Wartberg
culture in Germany ( Bollongino et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2018; Immel et al., 2021). In the fourth millennium
BCE, admixture with foragers also increased among farmers, in the Baalberge group (4000–3500 cal BCE)
(Rivollat et al., 2020), and in the Bernburg group (sample dated to c. 3100 cal BCE) (Brandt et al., 2013).
Some studies have nonetheless found that the source of forager admixture in early farmers on the European
continent often predate the age of the analysed samples by centuries, which suggests a cautious approach
towards interpretations of older studies (e.g. Papac et al., 2021, pp. 4–5). For instance, Fraser et al. (2018,
p. 331, Figure 6a) placed the aDNA profile of individuals from Ostorf-Tannenwerder between the Pitted
Ware culture and the Bernburg group of the Funnel Beaker culture, but the admixture history within the
Ostorf-Tannenwerder samples remains unknown. They could, as mentioned, be centuries older. More
importantly, there is archaeological evidence of cross-cultural creolization processes in the material culture
between the forager and farmer communities in Norway (Østmo, 2007, 2010), Sweden (Larsson, 2009), and
Denmark (Iversen, 2010, 2015), and in contrast to previous models, many Pitted Ware culture groups did
practice farming and stock-keeping in addition to foraging (Vanhanen et al., 2019).

In the region of Western Sweden, where the coastal sites Ånneröd, Sandhem, Hakeröd, and Gröninge
are situated, studies of stable isotopes have pointed to continued consumption of marine food sources in
the Early Neolithic period, but with a significant element of terrestrial and thus agricultural foods in the
Middle Neolithic (Ahlström & Sjögren, 2007; Sjögren & Ahlström, 2016). The inland Funnel Beaker culture
occupations show a very different and plant based consumption (Sjögren, 2017). The coastal sites them-
selves do show that consumption of marine foods continued in the Middle Neolithic period, when it also
included the Bluefin tuna. In contrast to the northern shore of the Skagerrak Sea, the eastern is one of the
three “megalithic regions” in Sweden. A total of 51 dolmens are documented in Western Sweden, a majority
of which were located close to the Neolithic shore (Sjögren, 2003). Dolmens are, however, nearly absent
from the northern Skagerrak shore, where Jortveit and Alveberget are situated (cf. Rassmann & Schafferer
2012, p. 112, Figure 3). The closest megaliths to Jortveit and Alveberget are located at Holtenes in the inner
Oslo fjord, and at Skjeltorp just north of Bohuslän (Østmo, 1982, 2007). In the floor layers at Holtenes III and
Skjeltorp, excavations discovered arrowheads of flint and slate, which according to Østmo (2007, p. 133)
suggested that the Funnel Beaker culture “was following local customs in terms of point technology.”
Polished slate arrowheads were found at every site mentioned here with finds of Bluefin tuna bones
(Alin, 1955, p. 223; Hernek, 2007, p. 201; Mansrud & Berg-Hansen, 2021, p. 876, Figure 6; Nielsen & Persson
2020, p. 4, Figure 2d; Särlvik, 1976, p. 9).

Considering the state of the evidence at hand, to say precisely how knowledge of toggling harpoon
technology reached the Skagerrak coast settlements in the mid-fourth millennium BCE is of course challen-
ging. One aspect of these societies is, as mentioned above, their capacities to travel long distances along the
coast, which is a key component in order to understand how knowledge and information was passed on.
The distribution of Early and Middle Neolithic artefacts that we know were produced in either Norway or
Sweden, such as the arrowheads and knives made of polished slate that are found in Southern Scandinavia,
could be another reflection of these interactions (Ebbesen, 1981; Hallgren, 2012; Sørensen, 2014, p. 176;
Taffinder, 1998). Though trade was an integrated part of such voyages, there is no doubt, considering
historical and ethnographic data (e.g. Helms, 1988), that a myriad of incentives were important to the
people who travelled long distances in the Neolithic.

In addition to representing an abundance of food for a fully or partly farming-based society, the share
size of Bluefin tuna and Wels catfish also point to non-utilitarian usage of fish (Ritchie et al., 2021). Like
documented in historical times, both whaling and Bluefin tuna fishing within the studied region of Scan-
dinavia was likely a communal activity in the Neolithic, and the massive amounts of meat gained during the
season probably encouraged ritual activities and feasting. There is currently no evidence of ritual activity at
Jortveit, but at some of the midden sites in Western Sweden, field observations show that the ground was
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sometimes coloured with red ochre before organic materials were deposited (Jonsson, 2005). Thus, it seems
at least plausible that there was an aspect of ritualized social behaviour inherent to the Bluefin tuna fishing
in Scandinavia, which in general is characteristic of the Neolithic period (Andersen, 2000; Fischer, 2002;
Jennbert, 1984; Østmo, 2007; Rasmussen, 1984; Vanhanen et al., 2019).

9 Conclusion

The appearance of toggling harpoons and Bluefin tuna fishing in the Scandinavia Neolithic, more precisely
along the coast north and east of the Skagerrak Sea reflects well-organised fisher-farmer societies who used
a “creolized” fishing technology. The technology was inspired by fishing tools used by contemporary
Eneolithic societies on the continent, who used toggling harpoons to catch big fish species, such as Wels
catfish. In this study, the toggling harpoon technology that appeared in Central Europe probably around c.
3500 cal BCE has been traced back to Eneolithic societies in Eastern Europe, more precisely the Gumelniţa,
Cucuteni-Trypillia, and Sredny Stog cultural complexes. Based on the current state of the evidence, these
societies in turn adopted the technology from the societies of the late Vinĉa culture. Being a tool of low
“commercial value” compared to other items traded in the fourth millennium BCE in Europe, it is likely that
the spread of toggling harpoon technology was a result of cultural negotiation, diversification, and creo-
lization, during long-distance voyages. There is growing evidence today, particularly from the peripheral
regions of Neolithic societies in Europe, of creolization processes within populations practicing mixed or
mostly foraging based economies. Mixed subsistence have remained paramount through much of prehis-
tory and until historical times (Ahedo, Zurro, Caro, & Galán, 2021), economic differences have not discour-
aged contact, social networking, or the exchange of novel technologies in prehistory.
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